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Introduction to PIPMG
PIPMG Purpose
To promote and support the development of the Project Management
profession within Pharmaceutical, Biotechnology, CRO and other Pharma
Services organisations. We are a not for profit organisation and led by
volunteers.
➢
➢
➢
➢

Professionalise Project Management in development of new pharmaceuticals
Provide PM training for people in our sector
Curate knowledge and guidance from our community and our events
Facilitate discussion of developments in project management in the sector
❖ Webinars
❖ Events
❖ Website Blog

➢ Enable members networking to share experience
➢ Job market
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Training Courses

February 2022
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Who is Sophie Newbould . . .
1994-1998:

Specialist Science Student

1999:

Private Finance Initiative Contracts

2001-2005:

Studied Law - International Business Law Masters Degree

2005-2008:

Trained and qualified as business lawyer

2008-2010:

Practiced business law at high street firm, began building
a practice with new tech start ups

2010-2012:

Founded Happy Feet Childcare (maternity leave)

2012-2014:

Projects Lawyer at Essex County Council

2014-2015:

Central Government Lawyer with Sharpe Pritchard LLP

2015-2016:

Business Development for Public Sector Legal Services at PWC

2016-present: Newboulds Solicitors LAW
innov8law TECHNOLOGY
Race2zero SUSTAINABILITY
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Top 10 Practical Tips

Approach to 30mins Talk

The outcomes for attendees: Top 10 Tips

How this workshop came about
The case studies | The problems | The solution
The challenges for solution and the future

Practical Tips
Questions
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`

What are global corporations / large organisations looking for?
Authority Leadership

Risk Assurance

trust amongst industry,
standout brand (for the right
reasons) and invest-ability.

Opportunity

a given.

KYO

quality data
and IP development.

Safety and Security
robust systems and
reputation protection.

Key
KYO = Know Your Obligations

Value Add / Competitive Advantage
process efficiencies and benefits flow down to customers.
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Case Studies
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Gambling
Commission

Foreign and
Commonwealth Office

Ministry of Justice

Adult Social
Care Reform

race2zero/
Bank of England

Achieved >£750k savings
for a complex contract review
of National Lottery
Licence provider

Commercial contracts review
of all local and global FCO
contracts using online survey
technology to understand
the Brexit impacts, saving
the Department >£500k
in consultancy fees.

Developed obligations
extraction and tracking
systems with engineers to
support national teams in
implementing various tower
IT services from the single
source of truth agreement.

Using appropriate technology
to identify gaps in supplier
contracts, making changes
to ensure relevant data needed
to inform the Authorities
for breach detection and
enforcement proceedings

Using similar technology to the
ASC Reform, we can extract
obligations relevant to
sustainable development and
assess organisations flow down
rating through supply chains
and educate employees on
sustainable development.
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Problem
Everything changes on complex major projects from the business case, to specifications, to roles and responsibilities,
to laws and regulations, to supply chains, to other systems, etc.
Project teams are in a state of continual flux, new teams formed, project size growth, role reductions, new starters,
new roles developing, new teams created, job descriptions, team experience and knowledge quality, etc.
Universal transformation to paperless working environments has left highly trained and qualified project professionals
and teams with very little fit for purpose data digital and tech capability that specifically supports their roles.
There is an overwhelming failure across major projects to maximise resource utilisation and protect project IP.
Requirements for solutions that protect the integrity and continuity of robust project management and delivery
has now become essential to manage waste.
A key mission outcome for innov8law service is the removal of unnecessary and/or foreseeable, and most likely
repeatable, risks from the project fast and effectively.
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Solution
innov8law professionals have defined the process requirements to manually facilitate full lifecycle project management.

innov8law has matched these highly specific requirements with existing technological capability that provides more
accurate and high speed results much needed by project teams.
innov8law business analysts will provide the project management with the blended solution of consultancy powered
with bleeding edge technological capability.
innov8law developers are building its product as a service platform for organisation licences to manage their own
project teams capability support.
Some innov8law customers will require their own on premise platform to manage all projects and contracts to reduce
need for expensive external consultants and project data and intelligence loss risk.
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Features and Functions

01 02 03 04 05 06
The highest
standards of
information and
platform security
(official sensitive
and official secrets
information handling).
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Data formatting
conversion system
(unstructured to
structured data) for
high power search
and grab
functionality.

Real-time simple
reporting on
contract status
and obligations.

Customer centric
fit-for-purpose
obligations tracking
and data
collection systems.
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Supply chains
obligations flow
down, tracking and
data collection on
legacy, current and
new contracts.

Collect and analyse
high value
commercial data
through their
transactional
activity.

Big Data Vision

innov8law
approach

All processes and systems lead to
central knowledge and intelligence
for development of next gen
products, services, and growth.

Enablement
Big Data
Vision
Mission

Smashing
Competition

Knock out risks early through
Drives
information
and
skills
development,
knowledge
data
into the heart
access,
information
sharing. All
ofsystems
our clients’
business
support client
confidentiality and security

Using/developing bleeding
edge technology, means that
our results for clients are
staggeringly competitive

Practical over radical
innov8law consultants and
products are long term tried
and tested. We pride ourselves
on long term sustainable
quality solutions

Knowledge and
Experience focussed

you can’t hit the bullseye every
time without practice.

Tip

1

Good Requirements Specification
Define your role requirements for the project correctly.
Apply relevant skills to phases:
Discovery

What have you already got in terms of technology support and what purpose does it serve?
What pain points are not currently addressed?
What are enablement gaps in your role, teams, departments, organisation?

Research

What types of technology already being used by the wider project management profession?

Analysis

Break down simply the processes you and your team regularly carry out as part of your role both manually
and automatically to see what if anything could be done to expedite process and give users time back

Capability

Do you have the right skills and bandwidth to carry out this part of the project or do you need external support?

Capacity

Do you have the funding, people, time and energy to do this piece of work?

Market engagement

Planning and execution to receive feedback and assess market appetite to provide requirements
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Tip

2

Business Case / Commercial Model
Write your business case
Articulate the benefits for meeting your requirements
e.g. file:///C:/Users/owner/Downloads/01202-supercomputer-benefits-tiles-v8.pdf

How is this investment going to be funded? Professional personal investment, project or wider organisation?
Articulate how you are going to track and measure desired ROI / SROI
Award Criteria, Contract Obligations, Reporting Metrics and Data Insights
Flesh out the most successful evaluation model for your requirement
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Tip

3

Risk Management

Business
Governance

Budget Holder
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Business
opportunity risk
management
process stop/go
decision gateways
throughout
project

Liability and risk
sharing with DDaT
providers involved

Tip

4

Understand the Professional Development needs

As an individual
professional on the team

Speed up searches

Improve accuracy
of work results

Improve collaboration
with colleagues

Better communication skills

Work with a single
source of truth

Few emails

Work in real time

Be on top of your game
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Tip

5

Understand the Industry / Business Development needs
What happens if your industry / businesses do not being to take DDaT for project professionals seriously?
Competition advantages

Bleeding edge best practice

Potential large savings

Potential better quality jobs working with bigger data and information

Improved project outcomes in future
Supports senior leadership results,
meet steering committee objectives,
a win/win across supply chains
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Tip

6

Collaboration / ISO47001
Ensure the solution realises the benefits of collaboration
On time delivery

Faster results

More successful
project outcomes

Descope where possible

Overall cost reductions

Improved ways of working

Know what’s in it for
you, what’s in it for wider
team members, what’s
in it for providers

Maximise resource
utilisation %
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Note landmark case law
(NDA v Energy Solutions)
https://www.sharpepritchard.co.uk/latestnews/central-government/energysolutions-eultd-v-nuclear-decommissioning-authority2016-landmark-case-report/

Tip

7

Role Specific Focus

To bring down walls, know who is skilled at doing what and delegate correctly.
Are all obligations identified and understood for the project to run smoothly,
with dependencies tracked and recorded?
Ensure a good quality Responsible Accountable Consulted Informed
(RACI) matrix and plan for team to manage resources effectively.
Always plan in advance to avoid surprises to individuals
and unnecessary stress to team members.
Tie Tip 7 with Tip 1.
Determine what does good role function look like to you.
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Tip

8

Understand the people around you
Identify your key relationships in Team,
across the organisation, and with providers.
Use communication channels to understand, as best you can,
the people around you – what’s their capacity, their skills,
their favourite tasks, their weaknesses, their strengths etc.
Identify processes that support each team and individual either through
knowledge transfer, roles and responsibilities matrices and tracking
obligation changes, performance and reporting, ideally in real time.
Organisational RACI to manage performance by units
can also support best performance/competition to deliver.
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Tip

Data, Information and Knowledge
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How well is your project collecting and utilising data from
other projects, this project, and for future pipeline projects?

Data are the numbers

Information is assembling the data into context

Knowledge is the utilisation of the information
and data by project staff and business personnel.

Have the security requirements been made clear
to teams, implemented and tested?

Ensure sufficient testing criteria for security
as well as teams training.

Use Tip 1 to ensure that the:
a

c

b
Right data is being
collected, regularly

Information has correctly
interpreted the data; and
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Knowledge gained is shared
proactively with individuals
on the relevant project.

Tip

10

Develop Success Criteria
Develop successful exit criteria to ensure immediate/early adoption
across project, organisations and provider teams where needed
Is you team ready for an early project close down in the event
of a force majeure event or agreement breach of certain kinds?
For natural project expiry, as successful exit processes for project teams/
organisations been tested to know what a successful exit would look like?

Be prepared!
Test whether the success criteria for implementation and operation
of the desired requirement are met as early as possible
Give yourselves the chance to change and update (agile) the success criteria along the
project journey to ensure that any benchmarking and outcomes are correctly measured
How are you going to spot weakness points easily spotted
and take immediate action to improve them?
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option
Top 10 Practical Tips
Business Case /
Commercial Model –
achieve desired
ROI / SROI

Define Your
Requirements Correctly
Research and skills
Understand the
Professional
Development needs

Collaboration /
ISO47001

Business Governance
and Budget Holder –
business opportunity
risk management
Understand the
Industry / Business
Development needs
Key Relationships –
understand the people
around you

Role Specific Focus

Future Adoption and
Project Close Down –
what does success
look like?

Data, Information
and Knowledge
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option
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1

2

3

4

5

Define Your
Requirements
Correctly –
research and skills

Business Case /
Commercial Model –
achieve desired
ROI / SROI

Business Governance
and Budget Holder –
business opportunity
risk management

Understand the
Professional
Development needs

Understand the
Industry / Business
Development needs
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7

8

9

10

Role Specific Focus

Key Relationships –
understand the
people around you

Data, Information
and Knowledge

Future Adoption and
Project Close Down –
what does success
look like?

Collaboration /
ISO47001
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Team

Sophie Newbould
Head of Service
+44 (0)7919 118823
sophie@innov8law.com

Sophie is an international commercial and disputes
resolution lawyer specialising in the procurement
and lifecycle management of technology digital and
data solutions. In 2014, whilst advising the Ministry
of Justice on a high-profile technology project,
Sophie realised the enormity of business benefits
that could be achieved through a much better use of
structured data. Since then, Sophie has immersed
her professional world of commercial transactions
into the technology industry to provide much
needed products that support businesses facing
quite often unmanageable challenges.

Madhav is a highly accomplished IT Director and
Delivery Leader with over 20 years’ experience
across consulting, investment banking, financial
information and technology sectors. Madhav
leverages his exceptional experience in translating
business requirements into tangible, fully-aligned IT
solutions to become an inspirational business leader
sharing his knowledge, experience and insights with
the more traditional professions such as law and
finance to deliver new and innovative products to
future—proof businesses and drive highly
competitive results.

Top Skills: Strategic Business Growth | Complex
Transactions Lawyer | Skills Development and
Enablement | Visionary Leadership

Top Skills: Product Development | Strategic Planning
| Software Development

Certificates: International Business Law Masters
(Tech and Construction) | Solicitors Practicing
Certificate | MCIPS
Experience: PWC | Hogan Lovells | Bank of England |
HM Government | Sharpe Pritchard | Essex Legal
Services | Foskett Marr LLP | BT | Mott MacDonald

Certifications: Amazon Web Services Cloud
Practitioner | Continuous Delivery and DevOps
|Awarded CFA Investment Certificate

Madhav Narahari
Head of Technical
(Design, Build and Delivery)
+44 (0)7985378694
madhav@innov8law

Experience: Capgemini | Thomson Reuters |
LogicaCMG | Oracle Production DBA | DCCMS |
Distributed
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Team
A highly accomplished and commercially astute
Programme and Senior Project Manager / HR
Specialist with international experience across B2B,
B2C, banking, media, pharmaceutical, chemical,
automotive and retail sectors. MBA-qualified and
seasoned in the delivery of global HR and HRIS
programmes for a portfolio of global institutions.

Graham has worked in the IT industry for over 30
years and works with partner organisations to supply
IT solutions for all needs. Graham specialises in the
selection, configuration, and implementation of
systems into an operational environment. Graham
supports people and businesses by working closely
with other specialist IT organisations and is able to
guide single users and businesses to obtain the best
advice and the best solutions as required.

Top Skills: enterprise HCM applications expert |
change management and business transformations
leadership | integrated solution designs across all
HRM processes | digital service transitions
Certificates: MBA
Experience: PwC, MandS, Ford, BskyB, RBS,
McDonalds and WM Morrisons

Graham Hayden
Head of Customer Support
+44 (0)7976 561828
graham@innov8law.com

Raj Iyer
Head of Process Design
+44 (0)7482 711531
raj@innov8law.com
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Questions
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Workshop - breakouts
▪ Open the Google Jam Board – link shared in Chat
▪ One person or all – can input ideas using sticky notes as they arise during your group
discussion
❑ Topic 1. In Pharma and Life Science, what is needed to move from Metrics typically
collected now around a project to Metrics/Other measures that could be used to
assess the effectiveness of Project Management? (Groups 1, 2, 3, 4)
❑ Topic 2. What are the barriers to a more committed data and technology approach with
projects in our industry sector? What might help to overcome them? (Groups 5, 6)
❑ Topic 3. What could a thought leadership initiative look like in 2022, that would examine
this challenge and develop a compelling proposal for industry? (Groups 7, 8 & 9)
▪ PIPMG facilitators will summarise when we reconvene and take Q&A
▪ Jamboard output will be saved and circulated to attendees
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Welcome back

Thank you

Gavin Spencer
Gavin.spencer@apm.org.uk

Sophie Newbould
sophie@innov8law.com

Janette Thomas
janette.thomas@pipmg.org

